
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS & SIMULATION
AT CHALK RIVER

AECL is dedicated to the production of safe and
reliable nuclear plants for electrical energy. More and
more we realize that good design concepts are
fundamental to safe and economical nuclear power
stations. One step towards the goal is the develop-
ment of a Dynamic Analysis and Simulation Facility
at Chalk River.

INTRODUCTION

In March C'75. a faige. modern liyhrid (ana'og +
digital) computer facility, the Dynamic Analysis
Facility, was installed in the Dynamic Analysis Centre
of the Reactor Control Branch at the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories (C'RNL). The acquisition of this
computer facility represents a significant udditon to
ALCL's computational capabilities, particularly for
dynamic analysis/simulation, and we expect the new
facility will play an important role in the develop-
ment of future CANDL1 (Canada Deuterium
Uranium) nuclear power plants and related nuclear
systems.

In this papei we

outline the role of dynamic analysis/simulation
within AL-CL

discuss briefly some recent dynamic analysis/
simulation studies in the Reactor Control Branch
atCRNL

describe the dynamic simulation facilities being
used hy the Branch, and

discuss the operation of the Dynamic Analysis
Centre and how it might be used by analysts from
outside the Reactor Control Branch and indeed,
outside AECL.

THE ROLE OF DYNAMIC AN-
ALYSIS/SIMULATION WITHIN AECL

One goal of AECL is to develop nuclear power
plants for safe, economical, electrical power in
Canada. These plants are complex, mullicomponent.

coupled systems, which contain many subsystems,
each with its own peculiar dynamic characteristics,
and all of which must operate in harmony if the
plants are to operate safely and reliably.

For economic reasons, the designs of nuclear
plants are evolving towards larger unit sizes, that must
operate closer to their design limits than ever before.
As these plants become larger, they become more
complex, move loosely coupled, hence inherently less
stable. Furthermore, we now believe that future
nuclear plants must be capable of ioad-fol|o\vin«. as
well as base-load operation. Thus, there is n definite
shift in emphasis from steady-state to dynamic opera-
lion and. consequently, a greater need to understand
the dynamic characteristics of these large plants of
the future. This implies more detailed dynamic
analysis of advanced nuclear systems, so that the
control and safety systems required for safe and
reliable operation can be defined. We believe these
studies should be done during the conceptual design
of such systems as it is at this stage that undesireable
features can be weeded out and optimum designs
achieved.

Thus, we see an important role for dynamic
analysis/simulation within AECL. in the development
of new CANDl! power plants and other nuclear
complexes.

DYNAMIC
STUDIES

ANALYSIS/SIMULATION

I shall now outline briefly some dynamic analysis/
simulation studies that have been and are currently
underway in the Reactor Control Branch at CRNL.
Our goal is to develop control and safety system
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strategies for advanced CANUU power plants. We
believe the best way to achieve this is to have a
detailed model of a CANDU nuclear generating
station, comprising all major subsystems, from the
reactor core to ihe electrical grid, and including the
digital control computer, on which we can develop
control system algorithms. The major subsystems of
such a model are

multi-zone reactor core (this is necessary to
model spatial reactor effects that become more
important as reactor cores increase in size)

heat-Uansporl circuit

turbine/generator and ancillaries.

To achieve an overall plant model we have
developed simulation modules, some of which are
applicable lo any CANDU-lype plant, such as

point-reactor kinetics (for hulk-control studies)

lew-zone reactor kinetics \ 2 , 4. 7. is «mts Uiv
spatial reactor studies' ' ' )

fuel pencil (representing the transfer of fission
heat from the fuel to the coolant)

xenon reactivity (lo determine reactivity require-
ments during power manoeuvres)

neutron flux controller

and others, unique to CANDU-BLW (Boiling Light
Water cooled) plants, in which we have a particular
interest, such as

hoiliiu: coolant in a fuel channel

two-phase riser

steam druin(-)

single-phase portion ol coolant loop

controllers for steam-drum pressure, water level
and coolant How.

Currently under development are modules for the
turhine/generalor system, including feedwater heaters
and deaerator. When these are completed we shall he
able to develop an overall plant control scheme for
CANDU-BLW plants.

As a vehicle lot our model development work we
have participated in several advanced power plant
studies at CRNl. during the past few years and these
have influenced the simulation modules we have
developed. I hose studies included

the ABLW (Advanced Boiling Light Water cooled)

reactor

CANDU-Bl.W reactors having either 2 3 5 U - or
Pu-cnriched LiO2 fuel

- the use of Pu-cnriched fuel in the CANDU-PHW
(Pressurized Heavy Water cooled) 1250 MW(elec-
trical) reactor

and have involved th'1 following analyses

the determination of reactivity coefficients
(coolant density/temperature, fuel temperature)

bulk controllability, including frequency-response
and transient-response analyses'-')

reactivity variations due to daily load cycling

reactivity effects of power setbacks and shut-
downs from full power and during daily load
cycling

- parametric evaluation of shutdown systems to
cope with loss-of-coolant accidents.

In addition lo advanced systems studies, we have
made dynamic analyses in support of existing
CANDU plants, e.g.

controllability ofG-1 (Gentilly-I, a 250 MW(clec-
trical) prototype CANDU-BLW plant, located at
Cicntilly, Quebec) during a turbine trip

controllability of existing CANDU-PMW reactors
containing U-Si-AI fuel

coolant density/temperature effects on the
reactivity of the Bruce CANDU-PHW reactors.

Other related studies included

simulation of a new type of control element that
utilizes a two-phase mixture of borated H;O and
Oi as the absorber

simulation of the kinetics of split cores in the
Zl-D-2 test reactor at CRNL, a study of spatial
reactor effects'4).

All of the studies mentioned above are reactor-
oriented. Recently however, we have broadened our
scope to include not only CANDU generating stations
but other nuclear complexes. One such is the G-l/G-2
(G-2 is a 600 MW(electrical) CANDU-PHW plant at
Genlilly, Quebec) sleam supply proposed for the
LaPradc Heavy Water Plant. We expect this system to
he move tightly coupled than the Douglas Point/



Bruce Heavy Water Plant system, hence dynamic
simulation is required to investigate the conlroll-
ahility of such a complex. Because of the direct-
cycle, the G-l plant is a more critical combina-
tion and we have heen collaborating with designers at
AliCL's Power Projects, Sheridan Pavk, to develop a
realistic simulation of this system. The study
comprises

simulation of intermediate steam generators (re-
boilers, surge tanks, subeoolers. etc.)

simulation of the 2.o km steam transmission line

analysis of the stability of primary steam mains
(between (i-l sleam drums, turbine, rehoilers)

development o\' a pressure/flow control system
for the steam supply

use of the simulation to u-A the adequacy of the
control system under various operating condi-
tions.

DESCRIPTION OF
LATION FACILITIES

DYNAMIC SIMU-

The Dynamic Analysis Section of the Reactor
Control Branch at CRNl. is responsible for
development of dynamic analysis, design and control
techniques, required for the definition of control and
safely system slrategies for advanced CANDU power
plants and related nuclear systems. To perform this
task, we need computer facilities on which to develop
detailed system models. We have chosen hybrid
(analog + digital I computers for ow dynamic studies
for the following reasons*?):

(1) I lie paiallel operation of the analog computer
enables high speed of computation and makes
possible real-time simulation, something not
normally achievable on a digital computer.

(2) The hybrid computer provides good mail-machine
inteiaction and rapid solution turnaround, im-
portant for parametric surveys and for developing
control system algorithms.

(3I The ability to include actual process hardware,
e.g. a process-control computer, in the dynamic
simulation (another reason for having real-time
capability |.

Figure 1 is a photograph o( the Dynamic Analysis
Laboratory in the Reactor Control Branch at C'RNL,
which houses our simulation facilities. We have two
independent hybrid-computer systems. The first is
our home-grown Hybrid Simulator, based on three

Figure 1 — The dynamic analysis laboratory in the Reactor
Control Branch at CRNL

LAI TR-4K analog computers and a DEC PDP-S
digital computer. This system was developed over a
period ol — 10 years and has been the workhorse for
our dynamic analysis studies to date. The second is
the new Dynamic Analysis Facility, based on two
Applied Dynamics AD/5 analog computers and a
DEC PDP-11/45 digital computer. The major com-
ponents of the two systems are shown in Fiaures 2
and 3. while Table 1 lists the components associated
with each AD/5 analog computer. As Figure 3 and

TABLE 1
AD/5 ANALOG COMPUTER COMPONENTS
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Inverter/Summers
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Track/Store Networks

Comparators

DPDT Function Relays

Digitally Controlled Electronic Switches

Hard Limiters
Multipliers (Convertible)

Log Generators

Sine/Cosine Generators

Flip-Flops

Logic Gates

Two Decade Binary Coded Decimal Counters

Logic Switches

Interval Tinier
Reference Timer

Digital Ratiomcter
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Figure 3 - The dynamic analysis facility
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lahle I shuw, ilu1 Dynamic Analysis Facility is a I:
simulation facility, probably ibe must powerful ol its
kind in Canada. With the hardware arrangement
shown in Figure .>. we can run two dynamic simu-
lations in parallel and at the same time have a third
user developing a new simulation model, or system
software, on the digital computer. Further terminals
can be added (to a limit of 64) to give other users
access to the digital computer.

OPERATION OF THE DYNAMIC ANALY-
SIS CENTRE

The Dynamic Analysis Centre in the Reactor
Control Branch at CRNL has a permanent staff of six
professional engineers and four technicians/techno-
logists. Four professionals are full-time analysts; the
remaining two are responsible for operation and
development ol the facilities. In addition, we cur-
rently have a visiting protessor/analysl spending a
sabbatical year with us.

We have a powerful facility for dynamic analysis/
simulation studies, one capable of serving more
analysts than we currently have on our stall. How-
ever, we don't see our operation as a job-shop, where
people submit tlieir problems for solution by our
analysts. Rather, if anyone has a problem that he
thinks can be solved efficiently on our facilities we
suggest he attach himself to the Dynamic Analysis
Centre for the duration of his studs. Our stall would,
of course, assist with problem formulation and
implementation. One reason for this approach is that
our present staff is relatively small, and fully
occupied with its own studies. Secondly, we believe
the person with the problem probably has the best
understanding of it. and is. therefore, in the best
position to formulate the simulation and then use it.
In this regard it is worth noting that several people
outside the Reactor Control Branch (at CRNL and
Ontario Hydro) have participated in User Courses
given shortly after the Dynamic Analysis Facility was
installed and one of them has recently used the
facility during an investigation of eontrol-valve/fiuid-
line dynamics''1).

CONCLUSION

In this brief report we have attempted to describe
the fjcililies and activities of the Dynamic Analysis
Centre at CRNL. We have powerful facilities for
mathematical analysis, in particular dynamic analysis,
that are capable of solving many problem; of interest
to AFXL and other groups outside of AtC L. We have
also suggested a method by which users outside the
Reactor Control Branch can take advantage of our
facilities to solve their own problems.

R.L. Green
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